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Abstract. The NOvA long-baseline neutrino experiment uses a pair of large, segmented,
liquid-scintillator calorimeters to study neutrino oscillations, using GeV-scale neutrinos from
the Fermilab NuMI beam. These detectors are also sensitive to the flux of neutrinos which are
emitted during a core-collapse supernova through inverse beta decay interactions on carbon
at energies of O(10 MeV). This signature provides a means to study the dominant mode of
energy release for a core-collapse supernova occurring in our galaxy. We describe the data-
driven software trigger system developed and employed by the NOvA experiment to identify
and record neutrino data from nearby galactic supernovae. This technique has been used by
NOvA to self-trigger on potential core-collapse supernovae in our galaxy, with an estimated
sensitivity reaching out to 10 kpc distance while achieving a detection efficiency of 23% to
49% for supernovae from progenitor stars with masses of 9.6M to 27M, respectively.
Keywords: neutrino: burst, neutrino: supernova, core-collapse supernova, neutrino: detec-
tion
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1 Introduction
The modeling and understanding of the stellar dynamics involved in core-collapse supernovae
(SN) events require knowledge of the complex interplay between different physics processes
which transition rapidly during the initial collapse of the star and the explosive expansion
phases of the event. The neutrino burst that drives this explosive phase has been observed
in the SN1987a event [1–4], but detailed measurement of the neutrino energy spectrum and
time evolution of the neutrino flux are central to our understanding of these processes and
will allow for more detailed models of the stellar dynamics to be evaluated.
The NOvA data acquisition system has been designed to detect and trigger on the time
evolution of the rates of low energy interactions within the detectors. These interaction rates
are compared, as part of the triggering, to the corresponding low energy interaction rates that
are expected from models of a core-collapse supernova in our galaxy. This triggering process
allows the NOvA experiment to capture both the energy spectrum and time evolution of the
neutrino flux, contributing to the world’s dataset on the dynamics of supernovae.
These trigger-level identification decisions allow data to be saved from each detector’s
data acquisition system’s memory buffers to permanent storage for later offline analysis. The
trigger decisions are also designed to be sent as alerts to the Supernova Early Warning System
(SNEWS) [5] coincidence network where they can be combined with alerts and observations
from other neutrino experiments worldwide. Because the expected rate of nearby supernovae
is estimated at only a few per century, the trigger we present has been specifically tuned
to preserve signal triggering efficiency at the cost of a higher rate of false positive trigger
events. The trigger presented here, tuned to detector performance data, is projected to have
an average false positive rate, for the NOvA Far Detector operating on the surface with
minimal shielding and overburden, based on Poisson fluctuations of noise and cosmic ray
induced activity, of one event per 7 days.
This trigger chain is discussed in the section 1.1 that follows. Section 2 describes the
newly developed supernova flux generation scheme required to propagate the model dependent
energy and time structure of neutrino interactions into the full detector response simulation.
Section 3 then describes how data collected by the detectors are filtered and reconstructed
in real time to suppress known backgrounds and identify potential low energy neutrino in-
teractions. The methodology and implementation of the supernova trigger system within the
NOvA detectors’ readout and data acquisition system are presented in Sec. 4. Details of the
system’s performance and resulting detection sensitivities are reported and summarized in
Sec. 5. The results and statistics of the trigger performance during the commissioning period
are presented in Sec. 6.
1.1 NOvA Detectors
NOvA is a long-baseline neutrino oscillation experiment [6] using a pair of functionally iden-
tical liquid scintillator calorimeters to study electron neutrino appearance in the primarily
muon neutrino NuMI beam [7] with a central energy of 2GeV. The 14 kt Far Detector (FD)
is located on the surface at the Ash River site in northern Minnesota, USA and is shielded
by a concrete roof topped by an additional 15 cm of barite stone. The 810 km baseline for the
neutrino oscillation measurements is determined by the separation between this site and the
beam source. The approximately 300 t Near Detector (ND) is situated 100m underground
at Fermilab, 1 km from the beam source. Both detectors are comprised of planes of extruded
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) composed of a custom formulation with titanium dioxide to increase
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reflectivity [8]. Each extrusion panel is segmented into 3.9 cm by 6.6 cm detection cells. The
lengths of these detection cells are 15.5m for the Far Detector, while the shorter Near De-
tector cells are 3.9m long. The detector planes are constructed from these extruded panels
resulting in 384 cell wide planes (FD) or 96 cell wide planes (ND). Each cell is filled with a
mineral oil based liquid scintillator [9], resulting in a 63% active mass fraction. The planes
are alternated between a vertical (X-measuring) and horizontal (Y-measuring) orientation,
with the Z-axis taken to be orthogonal to these planes and aligned with the beam direction.
This orthogonal arrangement allows for simultaneous reconstruction of particle trajectories
in the projected X/Z and Y/Z views as well as for three dimensional reconstruction through
associative matching of hit information between readout views.
Scintillation light is collected and transported out of each cell via a loop of wavelength
shifting fiber. This light is detected by an avalanche photodiode (APD) and the signal digi-
tized by high speed readout electronics, providing both charge and time information for each of
the 344,064 cells of the Far Detector at an effective continuous digitization rate of 2MHz [10].
The resulting hit data is collated by the acquisition system’s front-end readout electronics,
and then transmitted to and buffered in the distributed memory of the experiment’s trigger
and buffer farm. This readout and buffer scheme provides circular style memory buffers which
can be examined in real time to make triggering decisions or used by the final stages of event
building to record portions of the data to permanent storage [10]. The same is done for the
Near Detector, but the number of channels (20,192) is smaller and the effective sampling rate
is larger (8MHz).
The amplitude of the light signal is digitized in ADC counts, providing a measure of
the energy deposited in the cell. For example, a muon crossing the center of a cell deposits
about 10MeV producing around 240ADC counts in the Far Detector, or 530ADC counts in
the smaller Near Detector.
The raw data rate into the circular buffer systems averages∼1.2GB/s at the Far Detector
under normal operating conditions. This rate is nearly constant and dominated by the more
than 100 kHz rate of cosmic ray muons that penetrate the Far Detector overburden. This
data stream is broken into 5ms time windows, referred to as “milliblocks”, which are stored
in RAM buffers of a farm of commodity servers that are part of the Data Acquisition System
(DAQ). The buffer farm has enough memory to store 1350 s of data. This results in the ability
of the system to look backwards in time up to the depth of the buffer for identifying supernova
signatures. The same methodology is used at the Near Detector, although its smaller size
and larger overburden reduces the data rate to ∼13MB/s and increases the buffer depth to
1900 s despite having fewer buffer nodes in the acquisition pool.
When the DAQ and trigger systems identifies a signature of interest, it designates a
time window of data to record. The window is variable and can range from a minimum
duration of 50µs to the maximum duration corresponding to the size of the buffer. This
data is retrieved from the buffers, collated, assembled into a custom data format, and written
to disk for later analysis. Since the servers housing the buffer RAM also have significant
CPU resources, the buffered data are examined asynchronously for patterns and topologies
of interest. When a pattern or topology is identified, a trigger decision is issued which causes
the corresponding data to be saved from the buffers to the NOvA data streams. This process
of data-driven triggering is used to identify and record the elevated rates of small hit clusters
that are indicative of a supernova neutrino burst, and has been operational since November 1,
2017.
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1.2 Supernova neutrino signal
Core-collapse supernovae produce around 1058 neutrinos during the first seconds after the
explosion. These neutrinos carry away about 99% of the gravitational binding energy released
by the collapse and play a crucial role in the explosion mechanism of the star [11]. In
particular, during the first 10ms of the supernova, when the stellar core collapses to a neutron
star, 1% of the total neutrino flux is produced as electron neutrinos due to the neutronization
process. The enormous neutrino density interacts with the collapsing matter to power the
shockwave that triggers the supernova explosion. This process is subsequently accompanied
by an emission of neutrinos and anti-neutrinos of all flavors which are created through the
pair-production channel. Because of their low interaction cross section, neutrinos can escape
easily compared to more strongly interacting particles, which instead recycle their energy
back into the hot dense medium of the proto-neutron star. These neutrino emissions serve as
the dominant cooling mechanism for the proto-neutron star.
Modern models of core-collapse supernova explosions often feature complex 3D simula-
tions of the processes during the core collapse. Results of these simulations predict various
neutrino spectra and energy-luminance curves vs. time for different models that probe both
astrophysics and neutrino parameters [12–14]. Aside from these subtleties, the basic features
of the neutrino “light curve” are common to all models. The light curve exhibits an ini-
tial, short neutronization burst, then there is about a 1 second of neutrino emissions as the
proto-neutron star accretes infalling matter and the shock front develops. This is followed
by the emissions during exponential cooling, which occur over the next tens of seconds. The
neutrinos, prior to any oscillation or collective effects, are produced in roughly equal popu-
lations with respect to lepton flavor. These populations have energy spectra in the tens of
MeV, with slightly hotter spectra for the muon and tau neutrino species, cooler for electron
anti-neutrinos, and the coolest for the electron neutrinos.
In this work we use the neutrino flux from the simulations by the Garching group [13].
This is done for two progenitor star masses of 9.6 and 27 solar masses (see Fig. 1), which the
Garching group have chosen as representative of typical low- and high-mass supernovae. We
do not consider the effects of neutrino oscillations or self-interactions in this work, for purposes
of more straightforward comparisons to other detectors (as per Ref. [11]), although Sec. 5.1
describes their rough effect on the triggering. These effects, potentially leading to spectral
distortions, “swapping”, or “splits” (see Sec. 4 in [13]), could provide the opportunity to study
the neutrino properties from an observed supernova neutrino signal. NOvA’s sensitivities to
such interesting physics will be the subject of a future paper.
1.3 Detection channels
The observation of the neutrino signal from a core-collapse supernova is highly dependent on
the detector’s technology and composition. In the case of a hydrocarbon based scintillator
detector like those used in the NOvA experiment, the prominent channels for observation of
neutrinos in the tens of MeV range are inverse beta decay (IBD), elastic scattering on electrons,
and neutral current interactions on carbon (see Fig. 2). These signatures, as observable in
NOvA, are described in the following subsections and summarized in Tab. 1, while other
interaction channels produce few observable signals in the NOvA detectors.
1.3.1 Inverse beta decay (IBD)
ν¯e + p→ e+ + n
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Figure 1. Expected neutrino production vs. time (left) and energy (right) from collapsing stars
with a mass of 9.6M (top) and 27M (bottom), from the simulation by the Garching group [13].
This simulation does not include flavor changing effects such as neutrino oscillations and collective
effects.
When an electron anti-neutrino interacts with a proton in the low-Z hydrocarbons which
make up both the active and inactive regions of the NOvA detectors, it produces a positron
and a low energy neutron. Both of these particles can propagate significant distances within
the active regions of the detector and register as activity. To compute the IBD reaction
rates in the NOvA detector, we use the IBD cross-section calculation by Strumia and Vissani
[15, Table 1], as it applies specifically to supernova neutrino energies. This interaction channel
is by far the dominant channel for supernova bursts that can be detected in the near and far
NOvA detectors. In addition, there is a simple kinematic correlation between the energy of
the incident anti-neutrino and the energy of the resulting positron, which is observed in the
final state of the interaction. In this manner, the IBD channel allows for a computation of
the neutrino energy spectrum from the positron kinetic energy Ee+ via
Eν¯e ' Ee+ + 1.29 MeV. (1.1)
1.3.2 Elastic scattering of neutrinos on electrons
νx(ν¯x) + e
− → νx(ν¯x) + e−
The process of elastic scattering of neutrinos on electrons is common to all (anti)neutrino
flavors [16]. In the final state the scattered electron is observed. The observed amplitude for
the process must be summed over the active neutrino and anti-neutrino species. However, the
νe-electron scattering has the largest interaction cross section and is the dominant interaction
mode for this process. In the NOvA detector, this results in a larger contribution to the
observed activity coming from the νe channel as compared with the other five subdominant
interaction channels. Unlike the IBD channel, this process preserves significant information
on the directionality of the incident neutrino, which is carried through into the final state
kinematics of the observed electron. However, in the case of the NOvA detector geometry,
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Figure 2. Cross section vs. energy for the neutrino interaction channels relevant for the NOvA
detectors, from [15–17].
the resulting electrons are low enough in energy that their mean path length through the
active detector mass when combined with the coarse (3.9 cm × 6.6 cm) granularity of the
NOvA readout cells is insufficient to reconstruct the incident neutrino angle with the precision
needed to provide pointing information for the parent supernova. As a result, this channel
is included in the supernova signal rate calculations, but no attempt is made to reconstruct
neutrino directions from it.
1.3.3 Neutral current scattering on carbon
νx(ν¯x) +
12C → νx(ν¯x) + 12C∗(15.1 MeV)
Neutral current neutrino interactions probe the full flavor content of the neutrino sector, per-
mitting the νµ and ντ components of the supernova to be detected, unlike the corresponding
charged current interactions which have interaction thresholds significantly above the mod-
eled supernova neutrino energy spectra. In particular, neutral current interactions on carbon
nuclei result in a nuclear excitation. The subsequent 15.1MeV de-excitation photon [17] is ob-
servable as near-threshold activity in the NOvA detectors, with higher efficiency in the Near
Detector with its shorter cells and consequent smaller light attenuation. While this process is
subdominant compared to the elastic scattering and IBD channels, it does contribute to the
overall rate and provides a mechanism to probe the interactions independent of lepton flavor.
2 Simulation chain
Monte Carlo simulations of supernova neutrino bursts are performed in order to understand
how the resulting signal channels will register within the NOvA detectors. These simulations
are produced using different models for the predicted supernova fluence, and the resulting
predictions are then scaled by the distance to the supernova to understand the signal rates.
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Table 1. Estimated average number of neutrino interactions in the NOvA detectors for dominant
interaction and detection channels for Garching supernova neutrino flux simulations from 9.6M and
27M progenitor stars at a distance of 10 kpc.
Interaction channel Far Detector Near Detector
9.6 M 27 M 9.6 M 27 M
Inverse beta decay 1593 3439 24 51
Elastic scattering on e− 143 259 3 5
Neutral current on 12C 67 166 1 3
Total 1803 3864 28 59
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Figure 3. Results of GenieSNova simulation of SN neutrinos from a 27M progenitor star at
2 kpc distance, interacting in the NOvA Far Detector: time (left) and energy (right) distributions
of secondary charged leptons. The electrons come from the neutrino-electron elastic scattering, and
positrons are produced in the IBD process. The minimum neutrino energy for this simulation was set
to 10MeV to reduce the calculation time, which leads to a cutoff in the positron spectrum, seen on
the right plot. This does not affect the NOvA result, as positrons below 10MeV are not reconstructed
by NOvA (see Fig. 9).
These fluences are convolved with the neutrino interaction cross sections on the NOvA
detector materials to predict the expected interaction rates within the detector. This convo-
lution is performed on an interaction-by-interaction basis so that detailed examination of the
final state particles of each interaction can be propagated through the detector simulation.
The detector simulation incorporates both detailed models both for the particle propagation
through the media as well as for light yields and propagation of scintillation and Cherenkov
light through the detector. The simulation also includes custom models of the NOvA electron-
ics and digitization chain, which utilize measured detector responses and detector efficiencies.
The combination of steps in this end-to-end simulation chain thus allows the computation of
the detection efficiencies for the supernova signal channels, as well as the overall efficiencies
for supernova trigger algorithms which operate on the ensemble of signal and background
activity.
2.1 GenieSNova
For the NOvA supernova trigger, a dedicated software package named “GenieSNova” was
developed to simulate interactions of supernova neutrinos inside the NOvA detectors. This
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new package generates neutrinos according to a supernova neutrino flux distribution including
both the time structure and energy distributions. It then then simulates neutrino interactions
on the NOvA materials according to the detectors’ geometry. The GenieSNova package inter-
faces models of supernova neutrino fluence from the Garching group [13] and the Supernova
Neutrino Database [14] with the GENIE neutrino interactions generator [18] to accomplish
this simulation.
The daughter particles from the interactions are then propagated through the detec-
tor with the Geant4 [19] based NOvA detector simulation [20] which is used throughout the
NOvA experiment for both beam neutrino analysis and non-beam studies. This simulation
chain allows for easy integration of the supernova analysis into the standard NOvA simula-
tion pipelines and permits the use of standard NOvA reconstruction and analysis tools for
clustering, tracking, and event reconstruction.
The development of GenieSNova was required to properly simulate the macroscopic time
structure of the supernova neutrino signals under different model assumptions. The standard
GENIE generator has been developed primarily for accelerator beam induced interactions and
for atmospheric neutrino interactions. Both of these neutrino sources are not considered to
have extended time correlations. In contrast, the supernova neutrino burst models required
correlation of the neutrino generation across time scales on the order of tens of seconds. To
develop a trigger which relies on the time structure of the burst, the ability to produce both
time and energy dependent neutrino interactions had to be introduced to GENIE. In addition
to the extended time structures, the GenieSNova simulation modified the NOvA interfaces to
the underlying GENIE generator to allow for neutrino energies down to 1MeV to be correctly
propagated through the simulation infrastructure. This is in contrast to the nominal beam
neutrino simulation that is used for the NOvA oscillation measurements which is tuned to
efficiently handle neutrino interactions in the 1–2GeV regime.
In the simulation of the supernova event by the GenieSNova framework, we considered
the visible signal in the NOvA detector to be dominated by inverse beta decay and elastic
neutrino scattering on electrons channels. These two channels represent 96% of the total ex-
pected number of interactions for all interaction channels. The spectra of the outgoing leptons
as a function of time and energy for these channels, as simulated through the GenieSNova
simulation chain is shown in figure 3.
The carbon de-excitation and other delayed coincidence channels were not included in
the simulation that was used to determine the trigger templates, due to model uncertainties
and limitations in the detector readout structure. However, these channels and other sub-
dominant processes, in the event of a real supernova event, would be fully recorded by the
detector data stream and could be reconstructed in the offline data analysis framework. These
channels may be included in future implementations of the triggering simulations to expand
the trigger sensitivities by fully accounting for all expected visible activity in the detector
volume.
2.2 Detector Simulation
Once GenieSNova has produced a time profile of supernova neutrino interactions and their
daughter particles that would appear in a NOvA detector, the particles are fed to the same
detector simulation used in the beam neutrino analyses. No modifications to the geometry
are needed for the supernova signal and all standard calibrations are applied to the detector
response as are applied in the beam neutrino oscillation analyses. This simulation includes
the light yields of the NOvA liquid scintillator using a custom software package developed and
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tuned to NOvA data and measurements of light yields made by the NOvA collaboration [9].
This tuning accounts for both scintillation light and Cherenkov light that is generated within
the liquid and transported through the wavelength-shifting fiber optics. The propagated light
is then fed to a model for the response of the NOvA avalanche photodiodes (APD) and a
simulation of the readout electronics, digitization, digital signal processing, and readout chain.
The results are formatted and stored in the same format as data from the physical detector
systems, which allows the information to be subsequently used as input to the trigger decision
system.
2.3 Background data overlays
The observable signals in both the IBD and elastic scattering channels have mean energies
between 10 and 20MeV, with single detector cell responses below 10MeV. This places these
signals close to the noise floor and zero suppression threshold for the digitization and readout
electronics.
In order to accurately model detection algorithms, these signals need to be placed in the
context of the expected cosmic ray induced activity and the electronics noise that is present
on the front-end electronics. To accomplish this, “minimum bias” data is collected from the
detector. The minimum bias data stream produces a sequence of complete 5ms time windows
of detector readout. These 5ms windows are continuous and contiguous in time (i.e., each
5ms window contains all activity for that time window and sequential 5ms windows in the
data stream used for the supernova analysis are contiguous such that when combined they
provide no temporal gaps in the readout). The window length of 5ms is chosen to correspond
to the size of the milliblock which is the data acquisition system’s internal discretization of
the continuous readout stream. This minimum bias data is considered to be free of supernova
induced activity, and simulated supernova signal events are then overlaid on top of data
to produce a data/Monte Carlo hybrid readout stream which represents the expected full
detector response to a supernova event. This data stream is formatted identically to the actual
detector data, but includes both the simulated signal and real backgrounds. These “overlay”
files are then used to tune and test reconstruction and trigger algorithms and calculate signal
selection efficiencies and purities.
3 Detection of neutrino interaction candidates
Each neutrino interaction channel under consideration results in an observable signal from a
low energy electron, positron, or photon. Identifying these low energy signals is challenging in
both the Near and Far NOvA detectors. Both detectors are optimized for calorimetry of GeV-
scale electromagnetic showers, corresponding to the electron neutrino appearance topology
from the 2GeV NuMI neutrino beam [21]. These showers extend over distances of meters
in the low-Z NOvA detectors and consist of tens of hits above the zero suppression cutoff1,
while IBD positrons from a supernova have detectable energies of 10–30MeV. These particles
induce far smaller signals, with only 1–4 hits being registered above the zero suppression
threshold in the scintillator cells. This response to low energy particles is shown in the left of
Fig. 4. In the NOvA detectors, this response is further suppressed by the attenuation of the
scintillation light through the active medium and along the fiber optic path used for readout.
1The mean number of hits for a muon track arising from a νµ interaction reported in a NOvA detector is
122.
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Figure 4. Distribution of the number of hits from simulation, produced by positrons from supernova
neutrino IBD interactions in the NOvA Far Detector using 9.6M progenitor model (left), and their
summary amplitude in ADC counts (right). The solid line shows median amplitude, and dashed lines
show the 68% band of ADC vs positron energy.
Even weaker 8.6MeV photon signals from IBD neutron capture on 35Cl will also be
present. Given the presence of a large background, such signals are difficult to match with
the positron signal, due to their time and space separation. Therefore the IBD neutrons are
not considered in this work.
3.1 Background rejection
The difficulty of detecting low energy interaction hit clusters is compounded by the rates of
background activity in the NOvA detectors. In contrast to other supernova neutrino exper-
iments currently operating [11], the NOvA detectors have considerably smaller overburdens
with which to shield the detector volumes from sources of cosmic induced backgrounds.
The 300 t Near Detector has the larger overburden of the two detectors at 225 meters
water equivalent (mwe). At this depth, the average cosmic ray rate results in 37Hz of observed
activity in the Near Detector. This rate is sufficiently low that it has minimal impact on the
efficiency for identification of low energy hit clusters. In contrast, the Far Detector building
is located on the surface, where the overburden is 3.6mwe resulting in an observed average
148 kHz rate of cosmic ray muons, electromagnetic showers and other cosmogenically induced
activity [22]. This activity comes from the direct passage of cosmic rays through the active
volume of the detector, as well as from secondary neutrons, delta rays, spallation products,
and Michel electrons from muon decay. The first step for a trigger trying to find low energy
clusters consistent with neutrino interactions from a supernova is thus to remove hits from
other physics processes or readout noise. The remaining hits can then be examined further.
3.1.1 Atmospheric muons
Michel electrons coming from decay of atmospheric muons with a kinematic upper edge at
53MeV are of comparable energy to the IBD signal positrons from supernova neutrinos.
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They form the primary source of background for the supernova signal, but can be suppressed
through a process that associates a low energy cluster with the stopping muon track that is
the parent of the Michel electron.
In this analysis, muon track trajectories are identified and reconstructed using a tracking
algorithm based on the Hough transform [23]. Termination points for these trajectories that
occur within the detectors’ fiducial volumes are treated as the endpoint or stopping position for
the muons. Hits associated with the muon track are removed from consideration. Additionally,
hits separated from the track endpoint by less than 32 cm and delayed by no more than by
10µs are considered to be produced by the Michel electron and rejected from the signal
sample for the neutrino burst signature. Note that the same similarity between the spectra of
SN induced IBD positrons and Michel electrons which makes them an important background
to remove also allows us to benchmark our simulations, as Michel electrons are a standard
calibration for NOvA.
3.1.2 High energy showers
Extensive air showers and other high energy activity induced by cosmic rays, including catas-
trophic bremsstrahlung interactions, can produce high hit multiplicities in the NOvA detector.
Many of the clustering and tracking algorithms used for low energy event reconstruction are
susceptible to failures under these conditions both in terms of physics content as well as in
terms of algorithmic scaling behavior, as many of the clustering methods have O(n2hits) algo-
rithm complexity. For this reason, high multiplicity time windows in the data are excluded
from the trigger decisions. Time windows of 1.1µs containing hits with a total amplitude
exceeding 1,000,000ADC for the Far Detector and 300,000ADC for the Near Detector are
excluded. In addition, a trailing exclusion window of 350µs is imposed to allow the detector
electronics to recover from known response effects related to high instantaneous rates. Rem-
nant track segments are removed after this process by imposing a maximum size requirement
on candidate positron clusters. This process is discussed in Sec. 3.2.
3.1.3 Electronics noise in readout channels
Zero suppression thresholds for the front-end electronics are set based on the measured noise
envelopes produced by APDs and their corresponding amplification circuits. The noise profiles
for the circuits are assumed to be approximately Gaussian, and as such the zero suppression
threshold is set at +4σ and +5σ from the channel baseline for the Far and Near detectors
respectively. At these suppression levels, the dark current and leakage current in the detection
circuits produce single hits in the readout that are not correlated with particle trajectories or
interactions in the detectors.
The APDs and front-end amplifier/digitization boards used in NOvA are sometimes
subject to electrical failures which can cause individual channels to give either excessive or
suppressed hit rates. Channels experiencing these failures are classified as degraded and
excluded from the analysis. These electronics are replaced at regular maintenance intervals,
resulting in an average dead fraction of 0.12% for Far Detector channels and 2.5% for Near
Detector channels. To mitigate the effect of this loss prior to their replacements during
maintenance, a map of the average hit rates on a per channel bases is calculated and used
to mask off degraded channels. For the purposes of the supernova trigger system, channels
are masked in the trigger software if they have an inactivity fraction exceeding 90% (cold
channel) or have a single channel hit rate in excess of 1 kHz when averaged over a one hour
period (hot channel). The activity map used to provide this channel masking is recalculated
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Table 2. Average rejection of single hits from various background sources in the NOvA detectors:
the first row is the total rate, then the effects of each cut follow, with the last row being the remaining
rate of single hits. Low-rate events such as the high energy showers and Near Detector cosmics have
a high variance, since very few time windows are affected quite strongly by such activity.
Average hit rate, kHz Fraction Variation
Fa
r
D
et
ec
to
r Total detector hit rate 74971.09 100.00% 1.21%
Hits from cosmic ray muons 16702.19 22.28% 5.06%
Hits from Michel electrons 4727.62 6.31% 5.18%
Single channel noise 1533.98 2.05% 2.04%
High energy cosmic shower activity 96.26 0.13% 839.35%
Activity after background suppression 56344.94 75.16% 0.89%
N
ea
r
D
et
ec
to
r Total detector hit rate 715.14 100.00% 11.01%
Hits from cosmic ray muons 2.57 0.36% 255.36%
Hits from Michel electrons 1.14 0.16% 295.76%
Single channel noise 445.88 61.90% 10.60%
High energy cosmic shower activity 0.04 0.01% 8796.71%
Activity after background suppression 269.89 37.74% 9.03%
hourly with the maps being archived in the trigger system. When a channel is tagged for
exclusion, it remains excluded from the supernova trigger analysis until it is observed to
respond within normal operational parameters for a period of 24 hours. It is then re-enabled
in the subsequent hourly update to the trigger channel masks.
The effect of degraded channels (both hot and cold) on the detection of simulated signal
is taken into account by applying the channel masks, obtained from the detector minimum-
bias data. Due to the low fraction of excluded channels, the impact on the resulting efficiency
of the supernova signal detection is small, compared to other background rejection procedures.
The total integrated rate of single channel noise after the background hits suppression
across the 344,064 channels of the Far Detector is 56.3MHz. This rate includes both instru-
mental noise and low-level light from the environment or sub-threshold particles. Cross-talk
between adjacent channels can cause correlations in these rates which are able to mimic the
low energy multi-hit clusters that are being searched for in the supernova analysis. However,
the X-view and Y-view readout systems are electrically and spatially decoupled and there are
no known couplings between the readouts of adjacent detector planes. As a result single-hit
sources of noise are significantly suppressed by requiring a temporal coincidence between hits
in adjacent planes. During the part of the clustering algorithm discussed in Sec. 3.2, a tem-
poral coincidence of less than 32 ns is required for a candidate cluster to be formed. At this
level of matching, the total noise rate is further suppressed by a factor of 240 from 56.3MHz
to 232 kHz.
The effectiveness of the selection requirements employed to reduce contributions to the
single hit rate from atmospheric muons (∼100 kHz at the Far Detctor, ∼30Hz at the Near),
high energy showers (∼5Hz at the Far Detector), and electronic noise are summarized in
Tab. 2. These are drawn from a typical one minute time period of minimum bias data
in the detectors, showing the background rates close to the average level. The milliblock-
to-milliblock variation for high-rate backgrounds is quite steady. Comparatively rare back-
grounds which strongly affect few milliblocks have high variance.
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3.2 Clustering algorithm
The hits remaining after the removal of background activity, as summarized in Tab. 2, po-
tentially belong to low energy neutrino interactions. The identification of these interactions
requires a multi-stage process of hit clustering and pattern recognition which form the interac-
tion candidates. The first set of clustering algorithms uses the timing information associated
with each hit in the NOvA detector. Single-hit timing in the NOvA detectors is determined
by fitting and interpolating the waveform data that is acquired from the front-end digitizers
to the idealized shaper circuit response function of the amplifier circuit. The process uses a
set of four samples separated by 500 ns at the Far Detector (135 ns at the Near) to determine
the rising edge of the response pulse and the time, t0, of the activity that caused the light.
This process results in a single-hit timing resolution of 8–12 ns. This allows for a simple
clustering algorithm to be applied based on temporal activity. Cosmic ray muons are easily
identified using this method, as β ≈ 1 particles result in crossing times of O(100 ns) and yield
on the order of 400 hits across the detector at near vertical angles2. In contrast, the low
electronics noise rates in the detector result in random noise hits, uncorrelated in space and
time.The readout time window is sliced into sub-windows based on these temporal hit distri-
butions. Spatial clustering is then performed to localize regions of correlated activity. After
clustering is performed, each of the resulting activity candidates needs to have additional
reconstruction algorithms applied to determine if the topological nature of the activity is con-
sistent with low energy interactions or something else, such as an electromagnetic shower or
a muon track. The standard NOvA event reconstruction algorithms are not well matched to
this task due to the span of energies over which the identification is performed, ranging from
the multi-GeV regime that dominates the cosmic ray flux seen by the detector, to the GeV-
scale beam neutrino interactions for which the detector geometry was optimized, down to the
tens of MeV level which characterizes the supernova neutrino energy spectrum. In particular,
low energy interaction candidates are dominated by clusters with multiplicities insufficient
to form a track or shower in the reconstruction algorithms used for oscillation analyses. A
typical NuMI beam neutrino interaction produces tens of hits, so these algorithms generally
require a minimum of 4–10 hits distributed across many detector planes with no more than a
few gaps. Low energy interaction reconstruction instead relies on hit density and proximity,
and does not place a minimum hit requirement on the candidate cluster. Thus, candidates for
low energy interaction reconstruction are taken as those hit clusters remaining after higher
energy processes are filtered out.
The supernova signal IBD interactions are expected to have visible energy signatures in
the tens of MeV based on their parent neutrinos’ spectrum. The NOvA detector’s cellular
geometry and 63% active fraction result in an approximate energy deposition of 8–10MeV
per cell crossed by the IBD positron. At these expected energy deposition rates, the upper
tail of the neutrino energy spectrum is expected to produce hit clusters which extend be-
tween 1–4 cells (6–26 cm) corresponding to energies up to 40MeV. Individual channels have
a lower threshold for hit detection that is tuned to suppress noise from the electronics. This
suppression threshold corresponds to the equivalent light output of approximately 71% of the
average response of a minimum ionizing particle passing through the far end of a detection
cell. This results in a worst-case detection threshold of approximately 8MeV for interactions
near the bottom and east edges of the detector, at the opposite ends of the cells from where
the front-end readout boards are located.
2The NOvA Far Detector contains 384 cells per plane.
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Figure 5. Illustration of cluster finding procedure for 7 example hits (numbered). Hits 1 and 2 will
form a cluster only in the X-view. Hits 3, 4, and 5 will form a cluster in both X- and Y- views (this
cluster can be considered a neutrino interaction candidate). Hits 6 and 7 will not be connected to
any group, as they are too far apart. The Z-axis is left-to-right in this figure.
The neutrino interactions expected from a supernova thus produce very small clusters
containing only a few hits. Any such clusters of hits are potential neutrino interaction candi-
dates, and are reconstructed as described in the following sections.
3.2.1 Position selection
Hits belonging to the same cluster must be separated by not more than one cell within the
same plane and contain cells from neighboring scintillator planes, meaning that they must
contain cells of different orientation (X and Y). Clusters with only hits in cells on the same
plane (X and X, or Y and Y) are not considered in this analysis, as lack of a 3D position
prevents the next step (time correction). Figure 5 illustrates the selection of the clustering
algorithm.
3.2.2 Time correction
The NOvA detectors’ front-end readout systems are fully synchronized and have corrections
applied at the hardware level for signal propagation delays within the timing and clock sys-
tems. However, these corrections do not include corrections for the signal propagation between
the daisy-chained timing links that connect the Data Concentrator Modules (DCMs) that are
physically positioned on the top and side faces of the detectors. These propagation delays
have been measured for each of the DCM positions, and range from 15–120 ns corresponding
to the near and far sides of the readout chain. These timing corrections are applied in the
software layer of the supernova trigger to the raw timestamps read out for each of the hits in
the detector in order to properly match scintillation signals produced in different cells across
the detector. These corrections are the known time shifts in the detector synchronization
chain [24] and the propagation delay resulting from the scintillation light being transported
along the wavelength shifting fiber optic path to the APD readout at the end of the detection
cell (Fig. 6). The correction algorithm takes into account the delay for the light transportation
in the fibers, using the fiber length and measured index of refraction. The algorithm assumes
an origination point for the light to correspond to the intersection of the X and Y hits in the
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Figure 6. Timing corrections applied to the scintillation hit: starting with the light propagation
time through the cells, then through optical fiber pigtails, into a unit of the front-end electronics and
finally to the Data Concentrator Module (“DCM”).
candidate cluster, and computes the distance to the corresponding APD readouts for X-view
and Y-view planes. The application of this correction restricts the analysis to considering
only clusters containing both X and Y hits. Since X-Y pairs are already required to reduce
the accidentals rate from correlated noise in the electronics, this correction does not result in
an additional degradation of the signal detection efficiency.
The single-hit timing resolution of the NOvA near and far detectors has been measured
both in situ using cosmic ray muon tracks and in a dedicated teststand which was used to
precisely characterize the front-end amplifier and shaper response functions that are needed
for the calculation. These measurements result in a single-hit timing resolution function which
depends on the photo response of the cell. This results in an expected timing resolution of
12 ns at a 200ADC signal level, and less than 8 ns above 400ADC. This resolution is used to
set the timing coincidence level for the hit matching at 32 ns, corresponding to an envelope
allowing for approximate fluctuations of 2.0σ for the lowest light response levels.
3.3 Candidate selection
The siting of the NOvA Far Detector on the surface under a 3.6mwe overburden results in a
significant flux of cosmic ray induced activity in the active volume of the detector. In partic-
ular, this flux includes electromagnetic shower activity which originates from interactions in
the overburden of the detector hall and can mimic the low energy interaction topology. To
reject this background source, a fiducial volume cut is applied to the data. This cut rejects
activity coming from particle and shower penetration into the detector volume. The fiducial
region has a boundary of 16 cell widths (62 cm), corresponding to 1.5 radiation lengths in both
the X-view and Y-view from the bottom and sides of the detector. The boundary is set to 24
cell widths (94 cm), corresponding to 2.4 radiation lengths from the top face of the detector
to provide additional attenuation of electromagnetic activity and to reduce the contamination
of the signal from neutrals penetrating deep into the detector prior to interaction. For the
Near Detector, the cut is 8 cells for X and Y and 8 planes for Z.
Finally, we apply a cut on the total ADC value of all hits in the cluster (Fig. 7). A
range of acceptable ADC values was chosen to maximize the ratio of signal to the average
background fluctuation Nsg/
√
Nbg, eliminating low energy noise hits and higher energy cos-
mogenic remnants. Table 3 summarizes the ADC and fiducial volume cuts applied to each
cluster to be considered a neutrino candidate.
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Figure 7. Selected ADC range for candidate clusters for the Far Detector (left) and Near Detector
(right). The signal clusters are from the Monte Carlo simulation of 9.6 M supernova at 10 kpc
distance and the background clusters are from minimum bias data. The range between the vertical
dotted lines shows the ADC cut (from Tab 3) used to select the best Nsg/
√
Nbg ratio for inclusion in
the time series shown in Fig. 8.
Table 3. The selection criteria cuts for neutrino interaction candidates which were tuned as shown
in Fig. 7 and Sec. 3.3.
Cut Near Detector Far Detector
ADC range [280, 1430] [230, 910]
Fiducial volume
8 6 X cell 6 88 16 6 X cell 6 368
8 6 Y cell 6 88 16 6 Y cell 6 360
8 6 Z plane 6 184 8 6 Z plane 6 888
3.4 Removing time-correlated candidate groups
After the background rejection procedures described above, there remains some rate of non-
neutrino candidates produced by electromagnetic showers induced by the cosmic rays in
the detector. The neutrino interactions from supernovae should not be correlated on short
timescales, so we reject any pair of interaction candidates with timestamps closer than 250 ns.
Since the number of candidates at this step is low, this rejection produces a dead time less
than 0.15%. This rejection significantly decreases the variation of the background candidates
in time (Fig. 8) so that the background level follows a Poisson distribution.
3.5 Selection results
Applying the described selection procedure, we can estimate the detection efficiency using
a simulated sample of positrons uniformly distributed within the detector and with random
directions. This allows the calculation of the efficiency of detecting an individual positron
as a function of positron energy, as shown in Fig. 9. This produces a signal to noise ratio
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Figure 8. A time series of potential SN neutrino candidates seen at the Far Detector. Supernova
neutrinos would be scattered randomly in time while remnants of electromagnetic interactions are
correlated in time and appear in the form of peaks (grey). This background can easily be removed
by cutting out the peaks (see Sec. 3.4 for details), causing 0.15% deadtime.
Table 4. The absolute survival efficiencies for each selection cut that is applied in the trigger algo-
rithms. Survival fractions are computed independently for each cut as applied to both background
activity in the detector and neutrino signal corresponding to the first second of a 9.6M supernova
at 10 kpc. The aggregate efficiency of all cuts is also computed.
Cut Background Signal
Nbg/s ε Nsg/s ε
Fa
r
D
et
ec
to
r Reconstructed clusters 322811.99 100.00% 316.24 100.00%
X and Y hits 231866.53 71.83% 145.16 45.90%
Nhits 6 4 310010.78 96.03% 315.06 99.63%
Fiducial Volume 172281.67 53.37% 118.45 37.46%
ADC cut 25879.67 8.02% 216.38 68.42%
Total 2483.21 0.77% 86.64 27.40%
N
ea
r
D
et
ec
to
r Reconstructed clusters 403.95 100.00% 3.16 100.00%
X and Y hits 215.64 53.38% 2.19 69.35%
Nhits 6 4 394.81 97.74% 3.15 99.67%
Fiducial Volume 68.10 16.86% 1.49 47.23%
ADC cut 24.30 6.02% 2.73 86.29%
Total 0.52 0.13% 1.28 40.43%
of 1:29 at the FD and 2.5:1 at the ND for a simulated 9.6M supernova at 10 kpc. Table 4
summarizes the candidate selection cuts and their effect on the number of candidates during
the first second of a supernova.
At this stage, most of the obvious non-SN related candidates have been removed. The
count of remaining candidate neutrinos is passed to the time series discussed in Sec. 5.
4 Trigger system for supernova detection
4.1 Data-driven triggering in NOvA
NOvA’s Data-Driven Trigger (DDT) system, described in Sec. 1.1, is used to perform fast data
reconstruction online in order to decide which time ranges of data should be saved for further
offline analyses. To achieve this, the data stream from the detector is sliced into 5ms chunks
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Figure 9. Positron spectrum from simulated supernova neutrino IBD interactions in the Far Detec-
tor (left) and efficiency of positron detection as a function of positron energy (right) with the cuts
summarized in Tab. 4.
(called “milliblocks”) and, for supernova detection, data in these milliblocks are subjected to
the selection criteria described in Sec. 3 to count the number of potential supernova neutrino
candidates in each 5ms.
4.2 Supernova trigger infrastructure
In contrast to other NOvA triggers for which the trigger decision is made based on one 5ms
milliblock of data, the neutrino signal from a nearby supernova would last for tens of seconds.
It would also likely not be evident in any single milliblock, given the comparatively low signal
to noise ratio seen in Fig. 7. Thus, the accumulated information from hundreds of milliblocks
must be used to decide if a supernova has been observed by the NOvA detectors. This must
happen in parallel, as consecutive milliblocks of time are stored on different physical buffer
node computers, with the resulting statistics being reported back to a central process on the
“global trigger” node of the DAQ.
Thirteen processes on any given buffer node computer are running an instance of the
analysis chain described above on a milliblock of data resident in the computer’s memory,
using eleven of the node’s sixteen cores. This results in a count of potential positron candidates
in that block of data, which the process reports to the central global trigger manager node.
This node sorts these counts into a consecutive time series, in the same way all the other
milliblocks of data are counted by many such processes through the DAQ server farm. This
time sequence is convolved with the filtering kernel described in Sec. 5 to suppress background
fluctuations and enhance the statistical significance of any potential signal. Should data be
found that are consistent with a burst of positrons from IBD interactions of supernova electron
anti-neutrinos, the global trigger issues a trigger request to the system, and the relevant time
block is saved to disk. A total of 45 s of data is saved, starting 5 s before the triggered time
to record a baseline of data before the neutrinos arrived.
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4.3 Triggering delay
One of the main characteristics of the triggering system is a reaction time: the delay between
the time when the neutrino signal from the supernova explosion reaches the detector and the
moment when the trigger message would be issued. When the data is being buffered, too
long a delay could result in a trigger issued after the data to be saved have fallen out of the
buffer. Additionally, it is desirable to issue as prompt an alert to SNEWS as possible. This
reaction time is defined by the individual delays in the supernova trigger pipeline.
We describe the sources of these delays and their average values for the Far Detector.
First, the DAQ system must read out detector channels, build the milliblock data slice,
and deploy it to one of the ∼2200 parallel DDT processes, which takes 3.5 s on average. The
DDT processes perform the background subtraction and reconstruction of neutrino interaction
candidates as described above. This processing takes about 5 s for one milliblock.
Before sending the calculated neutrino candidate rate, the buffer node accumulates ten
measurements to form a packed message to send. This is done to reduce the load on the
network traffic between the buffer nodes and the global trigger node. Accumulating ten
milliblocks on one buffer node takes, on average, 8.5 s.
The messages with candidate rates and milliblock timestamps arrive to the global trigger
from parallel DDT processes unsorted in time, so additional delay arises from buffering in-
coming data until a continuous one second of data is populated. This delay varies depending
on the time spread of incoming messages. An average value for this delay is 18 s.
Finally, the global trigger needs to process at least 5 s of continuous data to decide if it
contains a supernova signal.
In case any data point is lost (e.g. a milliblock was not processed or data was corrupt),
the system waits for its arrival for up to 60 s before skipping this point in the processing. This
defines the maximal possible delay.
In the case of the Near Detector, most of the delays for processing and waiting for the
data are negligible, because the data flow is much smaller and so the number of parallel
processes is reduced to 169.
The trigger system delay was measured as the difference between the milliblock times-
tamp and the time when it reaches the end of the system pipeline. The total delay for the
Far Detector is 40 s on average and 60 s at maximum. The delay for the Near Detector is very
stable at the level of 5.7 s. These latencies are sufficiently low to provide a useful supernova
trigger: both are much less than the buffer depth, and are among the lowest of any of the
SNEWS experiments.
4.4 Cross-detector triggering
NOvA is composed of two detectors both of which are sensitive to SN neutrinos. Once
one of the detectors identifies a potential supernova burst, a trigger is sent to the other
detector to ensure that data is also saved there. This cross trigger results in a logical “OR”
of the individual triggers of the NOvA near and far detectors when calculating the trigger
sensitivities.
Future work is planned to combine the time series acquired at each detector. Combining
the two series will result in better rejection of fluctuations and more sensitivity to a real
signal.
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4.5 External supernova trigger from SNEWS
To increase the chance that neutrinos from a galactic supernova would not be missed, the
NOvA detectors will also save data based on an external trigger from the SNEWS coincidence
network [5]. Should a coincidence between the supernova triggers of other neutrino experi-
ments be made by the SNEWS project, an XML-RPC message is sent by the SNEWS server
to the NOvA DAQ, triggering a 45 s readout of both NOvA detectors’ data [25] starting 5 s
before the SNEWS coincidence time. This connection is tested by saving a short (50µs) time
window of data once per minute, and one full-length 45 s time block once per day at each
detector.
To help reduce data processing bottlenecks at the event building stage in NOvA, each
unit of data will be included in one supernova-related trigger at a time, rather than being
included in multiple simultaneous triggers. For example, a real supernova would ideally
produce self-triggers at each detector, as well as cross-triggers from each detector, and an
alert from SNEWS. Any overlapping times from all these long readout windows will be saved
only once per detector.
In the future, in addition to NOvA saving this data, these triggers will be reported to
SNEWS to help form a prompt coincidence with other neutrino detectors around the world.
5 Trigger sensitivity
After the parallel DDT processes have performed searches for IBD interaction candidates,
data on the candidate rate per 5ms are sorted and accumulated in a time series {ti, ni}. In
order to decide if this time series contains a signal from a supernova, we scan the incoming
data and test the “background-only” (H0 = B) and “signal + background” (H1 = B + S)
hypotheses. These hypotheses predict a Poisson distribution for the number of candidates in
the i-th time bin, with mean values λ:
P (ni|H0) = Poisson(ni|λ = B),
P (ni|H1) = Poisson(ni|λ = B + Si).
In order to discriminate these hypotheses based on the data in a time window ~n = {ni}, we
construct the log likelihood ratio value
`(~n) ≡ log
∏
i
P (ni|H1)
P (ni|H0) =
∑
i
ni · log(1 + Si/B) (5.1)
and use it as a test statistic. Thus, our discrimination power depends on the average back-
ground level B and an expected signal profile ~S = {Si}. Such discrimination is optimal in
case the measured signal ~S′ coincides with the expected one ~S. However, choosing ~S such
that it follows the general features of the SN signal also gives results that do not drastically
change sensitivity for two very different signal models (see section 5.1).
In order to decide if the observed signal contains evidence of a supernova neutrino burst,
we calculate the p-value
p(~n) = P (` > `(~n)|H0),
and, finally, compute the signal significance score in “sigmas”:
z(~n) = erf−1 (1− 2p(~n)) . (5.2)
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The significance score z for the “background-only” hypothesis H0, follows standard normal
distribution by construction:
P (z|H0) = N (z|µ = 0, σ = 1).
If the significance score exceeds threshold z0 = 5.645σ, the trigger signal is sent. This
threshold corresponds to the average rate of one false trigger from background fluctuations
per week, the target rate for SNEWS input.
During the trigger system operation the background level B is estimated at the end of
every ten minutes period based on the activity in this period. Thus the triggering system can
adapt to slow changes in background conditions, maintaining the same false alarm probability:
this does not appreciably change the supernova sensitivity. Sudden background changes on
timescales less than ten minutes can cause the false trigger alarms, as observed during the
commissioning (see section 6). Large background changes are indicative of detector problems,
and quickly fixed lest all of NOvA’s analyses be degraded.
5.1 Results
Figure 10 shows an example of how the trigger system processes the input data time series
of candidates per 5ms time bin (ni) where the counts in the top plot are potential neutrino
candidate clusters drawn from actual minimum bias detector data (grey) with the addition
of a simulated supernova signal (blue) at t = 20 s. The next three plots are time series of the
resulting significance scores z(~n) calculated using three types of expected signal shapes: a
naive “top hat” shape; and two shapes drawn from models [13] of specific low-mass (9.6M)
and high-mass (27M ) progenitor stars. The shape which was drawn from the model which
was injected in this test (the 9.6M model) has the highest significance as expected. However,
both other models also match well enough to produce a SN trigger readout at the correct
time.
To decide which shape template to use in the online trigger, the two supernova models
were tested against each shape template for both detectors as a function of distance. Fig-
ures 11 and 12 show the signal significance for both supernova models vs. distance for each of
the three shapes. The horizontal bands are significances corresponding to various “false alarm
rates”. The target rate of accidental triggers for SNEWS input is once per week. When the
threshold is set at that level the intersection of the model’s central and that threshold yields
the distance sensitivity to a supernova exploding as per that model when searched for using
that shape template. This distance is listed on each plot.
The operational trigger system uses the expected signal shape from the 9.6 M model to
make its decision, as it represents the most general features of the supernova neutrino signal.
The choice of optimizing for the the dimmer (and likely more commonly occurring) 9.6 M
model is validated by the good performance obtained for both the 9.6 M and the brighter
27 M signal model, as shown in the middle plots in Figures 11 and 12.
No neutrino flavor changing oscillation effects were assumed when modeling the expected
supernova neutrino flux. This "no-oscillation" methodology is used in the template simula-
tions to separate model and parameter dependant features from the baseline templates of the
trigger. To check for biases under this simplified assumption, we followed Ref. [26] to take
into account simple adiabatic flavor conversion from MSW resonances in the stellar medium.
This effect leads to a mixing, under the normal neutrino mass ordering hypothesis, or a swap-
ping (under the inverted neutrino mass ordering, of ν¯e flux with ν¯x flux. The resulting ν¯e
flux will have properties inherited from the ν¯x flux, resulting in fewer neutrinos but with
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Figure 10. Example of the trigger system detecting a simulated supernova signal from a star 5 kpc
away. The top time series of neutrino candidates per 5ms bin in the NOvA Far Detector shows the
location and size of an injected signal. The next three time series are the significances of the data
matching the expected signal shape starting at that point in the time series, expressed as Gaussian
sigmas, calculated as described in Sec. 5. The three signal shapes are: a uniform one second increase
in rate (top pane); the detector response for a 9.6M progenitor core-collapse model (middle pane);
and for a 27M progenitor at the bottom. The injected signal is drawn from the middle model,
causing it to match the best: but the other two templates still pick up the correct time (t = 20 s)
with high significance. Models are from [13].
higher neutrino energies than in the initial spectrum. This results in a two-sided effect on the
expected number of events to be detected by NOvA. It results in 5% (17%) fewer neutrino in-
teraction candidates for the brighter 27M progenitor model, and 12% (40%) more neutrino
candidates for the 9.6M progenitor in the case of normal (inverted) mass ordering. The
enhancement of the signal for the smaller progenitor star is caused by the energy dependence
of the interaction cross-section and the detection efficiency. By using the “no-oscillations”
methodology as a triggering template, NOvA has chosen a conservative choice, which does
not push the spectra to the two extremes as would be in the case of including oscillations.
This approach minimizes triggering biases with respect to the as yet unknown neutrino mass
hierarchy and range of progenitor masses.
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Figure 11. The expected significance of the supernova signal observations vs. the distance to the
supernova for 9.6M and 27M progenitor stars in the Far Detector, compared to the rate of back-
ground induced triggers at various time scales (grey horizontal levels). The middle lines show the
mean significance value, while the bands show the region with 68% significance distribution. The
point at which the mean signal significance is equivalent to an accidental rate of once per week is
noted in the plot, in kpc. The three signal shape templates used, from top to bottom, correspond to
those shown in Fig. 10.
5.2 Probability of detecting the next galactic supernova
The probability of the NOvA detectors detecting a supernova for various distances (see
Figs. 13 and 14) can now be convoluted with the observed spatial distribution of potential
supernova progenitors from Ref. [27]. This integral allows the calculation of the probability
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Figure 12. The expected significance of the supernova signal observations vs. the distance to the
supernova for 9.6M and 27M progenitor stars in the Near Detector, compared to the rate of
background induced triggers at various time scales (grey horizontal levels). The point at which the
mean signal significance is equivalent to an accidental rate of once per week is noted in the plot,
in kpc. The three signal shape templates used, from top to bottom, correspond to those shown in
Fig. 10. The rate at the Near Detector is small, leading to discrete jumps in the top figure.
to detect the next galactic supernova with the NOvA supernova trigger system. We have
a 22.6% and 49.2% chance to detect a supernova from 9.6M and 27M progenitor stars,
respectively, assuming the same spatial distribution for both progenitor masses. (see Fig. 15).
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Figure 13. NOvA’s sensitivity to a galactic supernovae vs. distance by supernova model and ex-
pected signal shape for the Far Detector. The fraction of supernova occurrences for which the signal
probability would be above threshold is plotted as a function of distance for the cases presented in
Fig. 11.
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Figure 14. NOvA’s sensitivity to a galactic supernova vs. distance by supernova model and expected
signal shape for the Near Detector. The fraction of supernova occurrences for which the signal
probability would be above threshold is plotted as a function of distance for the cases presented in
Fig. 12.
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area is for a 9.6M progenitor, and the light blue area from a brighter 27M star: both models are
from [13]. The dotted curve for supernova progenitor density is from [27]. Percentage is the fraction
of SN candidates covered by the trigger, for the two cases of progenitor masses.
6 Trigger system commissioning
Since deploying the supernova triggering system on November 1, 2017, several fixes and
upgrades have been made to reduce the rate of false triggering caused by instabilities in the
detector and readout conditions. During the 318 day commissioning period from October 1,
2018 to August 15, 2019, the NOvA Far Detector triggering system issued 71 supernova
triggers. Each trigger requests the data readout within 45 s. In the case when another
supernova trigger is received within the same 45 s window, the triggers are merged into one
request for a longer readout. The time distribution of the issued triggers is shown in Fig. 16.
Out of the observed 71 supernova triggers, 24 were concentrated in three trigger bursts.
These bursts were caused by readout instabilities, described below.
6.1 Partial detector data
It can take up to ten minutes after the detector run restarts for the readout electronics to
fully synchronize, resulting in an underestimation of the background level by the supernova
triggering system. After the readout is synchronized, the system is triggered by the perceived
increase in detector activity. This false triggering mode is prevented by adding a filter to
remove incomplete data from the trigger pipeline.
6.2 Noise channel map updates failure
As discussed in Sec. 3.1.3, a map of noisy electronic channels is updated every hour in order
to adapt to changes in electronics conditions. When such an update is not performed (in
case the computing process has stopped), a new noisy channel can emit a periodic burst of
noise hits, causing a false trigger every ten minutes This problem was solved by setting up
additional monitoring of the noise map updating process.
6.3 Triggering rate
The remaining 47 supernova triggers during the commissioning period are considered to be
the result of the expected random background fluctuations. Their average rate of 1/(6.77 ±
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Figure 16. Time distribution of NOvA SN triggers issued by the system on the Far Detector during
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Figure 17. Distribution of the time intervals between subsequent SN triggers at the NOvA Far De-
tector (excluding those due to "bursts"). The dashed line shows the exponential fit of the distribution,
with the time constant τ = 6.59± 0.96 days.
0.98 days) is in agreement with the expected one trigger per week. The distribution of time
intervals between subsequent triggers, as shown in Fig. 17, is consistent with an exponential
distribution with best fit average rate of 1/(6.59± 0.96 days) (statistical errors).
7 Summary
The NOvA experiment’s detectors are sensitive to the burst of neutrinos emitted by a core-
collapse supernova in our galaxy through the detection of low energy (O(10MeV)) positrons
from inverse beta decay interactions. The time structure and rate excess of these interactions
allow for the ensemble of interactions to be distinguished from other cosmogenic backgrounds
in the NOvA detectors. The NOvA Near and Far detectors have different signal to noise
ratios for these signatures due to the size of their overburdens and effective detector masses.
For both near and far detectors, data from the detectors are buffered by the DAQ systems
and the data is reconstructed in near real time through low latency pattern recognition and
background subtraction algorithms. The rate of supernova neutrino-like events is assembled
into a time series. The time series is compared to template distributions from simulated
supernovae to determine a likelihood metric which is used to compute the significance of the
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time series having originated from a supernova. When the significance exceeds a threshold
set within the trigger system, a trigger signal is generated which causes the DAQ system
to initiate the recording of a 45 s time window around the region of interest. This region
captures the supernova neutrino burst and activity both prior and subsequent to it, where
the intervals are intended to yield a pre-sideband and a trailing tail that can extend out to
black hole formation.
The significance threshold for this trigger process has been set to balance the trigger
efficiency for detection of a supernova event with the false positive rate resulting from Poisson
variation in the detector’s activity. Under these conditions, the NOvA supernova trigger is
estimated from Monte Carlo modeling of supernova neutrino spectra to achieve a 50% or
higher trigger detection efficiency for a 9.6M progenitor’s collapse out to a distance of
6.2 kpc. Similarly, the detectors achieve a 50% or higher trigger detection efficiency for a
brighter 27M progenitor out to a distance of 10.6 kpc. The resulting supernova system
triggered 71 times between Oct. 1, 2018 and Aug. 15, 2019 with an average rate of 1/(6.59±
0.96 days). During this period, there has been neither an optical observation nor a neutrino
based observation from other experiments of a Milky Way supernova that is coincident with
these triggered events. We have found the triggering rate to be consistent with expected
statistical fluctuations in the detector backgrounds and with periods of known instability in
the detector readouts.
At distances greater than 10 kpc, NOvA relies primarily on capturing a supernova neu-
trino burst through the use of an external trigger signal from the SNEWS coincidence network.
Future work on combining the time series obtained from both the near and far detectors into
a joint significance will allow for greater sensitivity and reach for the self-triggering system.
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